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Help the fish caretakers of the wishing well clean up and win!

Just Outside the Box Freebie

This Wishing Well game by Marti at Just Outside the Box Cartoon is licensed under Creative Commons License 3.0. Feel free to print & share my work for not for profit 
purposes, but attribute my website www.justoutsidetheboxcartoon.com.  Click here for full license details.

The caretaker goldfish of the wishing well must have one of the worst jobs out there. What with all the stress of dealing with incoming 
requests for wishes and also having to keep the well sparkly clean. It’s a tough life. Why not give them a break? Play this classic fishing 
game and clean up their well at the same time. Fun for all!

Making instructions

What you need
- Colour print out of page 2, 3 and 4 of this pdf (note pages 3 and 4 should work out as a double sided print, but you can always print separately and 

glue together)
- 12 paper clips
- Scissors
- 2 magnets, string, glue, popsicle stick for fishing rods

Instructions
1. Print (to make a big pond, print in A3 size) and cut out coins and bottle caps.  Attach paperclips.
2. Make fishing rods by glueing some string to a magnet. Tie or glue the other end of the string to the popsicle stick. Repeat for the second one.

Game Instructions for 2 or more players

Aim of game
The person with the most collected points, wins

To set up the game, place all coins and bottle caps face up so you can’t see the points hidden behind.  Youngest player starts and move in a 
clockwise direction.  Players need to fish out a coin or bottle cap from the wishing well using the fishing rod.  Once all items are collected, the player 
with the most points wins.

Game Instructions for one
Randomly fish as many as you can in 1 minute.  Add up your points and try again.
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Just Outside the Box Wishing Well Game

Watch it!
In coming 3 o’clock

Wish for 
fun

Wish for 
chocolate

Wish for 
a red sports car

Wish for 
a dinosaur

Wish for 
lots of money
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